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The Cultural Landscape Foundation   Nomination Form 
Landslide® 2024: Demonstration Grounds
*Nominations and questions should be submitted to Nord Wennerstrom at nord@tclf.org

Please include four or five images of the site with your submission. If available/applicable, 
include historic photographs.  
Submission deadline: June 15, 2024

Nominator: ______________________________________________________________________ 

Organization:  

Phone: 

Email: 

Address: 

Website (if applicable): 

Name of site: 

Address: 

Website (if applicable): 

Landscape information  

Briefly describe the site and provide a brief description of its history, significant events that took 
place here, and its evolution over time. If applicable, include the names of any related landscape 
architects or designers.



Outline the protest(s)/demonstration(s)/act(s) of resistance associated with the site. What is the 
significance associated with the event? Was this a one time/day occurrence or a sustained event? How 
many people were involved? If the property is listed on the National Register or is a National Historic 
Landmark, do the acts of protest/demonstration fall within the period of significance?

Was the event peaceful? Was law enforcement involved? Were there legal consequences?  Were there 
physical impacts/alterations made to the landscape? Did the protests lead to/inspire/prompt similar 
events elsewhere?

Do any physical features of the landscape survive that “witnessed” the protest/demonstration/act of 
resistance (i.e. trees, monuments, paths)? Are there elements of the landscape that played a 
significant role and/or were the primary locus of the protest/demonstration/act of resistance? Were 
landscape features damaged/destroyed and subsequently altered? How is this information conveyed? 
On-site interpretation, a marker, plaque, print and/or web-based publications, captured in oral 
histories, or other gestures of commemoration? Is the protest/demonstration/act of resistance 
recognized by regular/annual events or gatherings? 

How can the public assist in ensuring that the stories of protest/resistance associated with the site are 
not forgotten?
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